For Immediate Release

Bernhardt Wealth Management Purchases
A New Building in Tysons Corner
Washington, DC – October 1, 2013 – Bernhardt Wealth Management, an independent wealth
management and investment advisory firm helping clients achieve financial goals, has purchased and
relocated to a new office building in the Tysons Corner area. The firm’s employees now occupy space on
the second floor of the building located at 7601 Lewinsville Road.
The recent purchase is in keeping with the firm’s long-term financial planning and investment philosophy
– to focus on what you can control rather than on what you can’t.
“We may not be able to control what the stock market will do from day to day, or over the next few years,
but we can control our overhead costs by purchasing a building and avoid inevitable rent increases,”
explained Gordon Bernhardt, president and CEO of Bernhardt Wealth Management. “It just made sense
for us to move forward with the purchase of our own building and start paying ourselves over the longterm.”
According to Bernhardt, Tysons Corner is a rapidly growing development where they had an opportunity
to purchase at a time when the prices and interest rates were still relatively low. While there are certain
tax advantages for commercial real estate owners, the firm’s purchase was spurred more by a desire to
keep their costs down and in turn keep their client’s fees down.
“We are always looks for ways to add more value without increasing fees,” said Bernhardt. “We look
forward to hosting our clients in our lovely new space.”
An open house for the firm’s family, friends and clients is planned for November 7.
About Bernhardt Wealth Management
Having received much recognition within the investment advisor industry over the years, Bernhardt
Wealth Management was recently named a 2012 Five Star Wealth Manager in the Washington D.C. area

by Five Star Professional in D.C. Modern Luxury magazine. They have also been named one of the
"People You Can Trust with Your Money" by Washingtonian magazine, a Top Registered Investment
Advisor in Financial Advisor magazine, a Top Wealth Manager by Wealth Manager magazine and a Top
Financial Professional in Northern Virginia magazine. Sought out for their financial insights, Bernhardt
Wealth Management has served as a resource for such media outlets as Wall Street Journal, MSN Money,
CNN Money, Kiplinger, New York Times and Washington Post, among others. For more information
about Bernhardt Wealth Management, visit www.BernhardtWealth.com.
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